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INTRODUCTION

My first internship was at a company that manufactures honeycomb

composite core material for the aerospace industry. I had the

opportunity to work there as a manufacturing and supply chain intern,

with my project primarily being implementing 6S (safety is very

important to the company), visual controls, and other lean principles

on the manufacturing floor. It was my first time being exposed to

manufacturing and learning what supply chain was all about. I had the

opportunity to work with many different departments on various

projects, such as manufacturing, quality, purchasing, and engineering.

KEY FACTS

When I started my internship, the manufacturing floor did not have

very many visuals or standard work in place. The company was in the

process of trying to become more lean. For them, this meant putting

more carts on wheels for easy mobility (eliminating monuments),

creating footprints on the ground where tables and tools should go,

and organizing their workspace to create flow and increase

throughput. Each of the ten different teams in the company had

different needs, and I worked to help solve their issues.

PURPOSE

During my internship, I helped create more efficient floor plans with

tables, tools, and CNC machines to increase flow. I created shadow

boards for all of their tools that were easy to use and color-coded

each team’s area. I also worked with a third party supplier to create

an ergonomic shelving solution for large tools. Finally, I created a

standard work document to show CNC operators which cutters went

with which screws, washers, and other parts. Although these were

small improvements, they add up to help the company save time and

money.

LESSONS LEARNED

This was my first exposure to manufacturing and the aerospace

industry and I loved it. It was so great to help solve real problems,

make a difference, and add value. I am so glad I had the opportunity

to work with different departments, make changes that helped simplify

jobs, and learn more about supply chain. Lean manufacturing and 6S

are vital today if you want to stay alive in the industry. I now know that

I have a passion for lean and process improvements, and I am

excited to expand my knowledge in those areas in the future.


